Introduction
Laser-induced incandescence (LII) has become a popular technique for measurements of soot concentration and primary particle size. This technique has been implemented in a large number of applications under a wide range u Fax: +1-925-294-2276, E-mail: hamiche@sandia.gov of conditions. LII involves heating particles with a highpower pulsed laser (usually with a pulse duration of several nanoseconds) and measuring the radiative emission from the hot particles. The magnitude of the signal depends on the particle volume fraction, making it a useful technique for measuring soot spatial and temporal distributions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The signal decay rate depends on the specific surface area of the particles. At intermediate and high fluences the decay rate is very strongly influenced by volume loss from sublimation. The correlation between specific surface area and signal decay rate has been extensively exploited to infer primary particle size. Using such measurements for quantitative determinations of particle volume fraction and size requires a detailed understanding of experimental parameters and physical mechanisms that control the LII signal.
One approach to developing such a description of LII signal generation involves modeling the processes that control signal production. Considerable effort has been devoted to developing models capable of predicting LII signals in response to pulsed laser heating over a range of fluences [4, 10, . Current models solve the energy-and mass-balance equations to predict the temporal response of the particle to pulsed laser heating. LII models typically account for particle heating by laser absorption and cooling by conduction to surrounding gases, sublimation of carbon clusters, and emission of thermal radiation. Some models have been optimized to fit LII signal decay curves for inferring primary particle sizes [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , whereas others have been used primarily to understand the influence of factors such as experimental parameters, particle characteristics, and physical processes that occur during particle heating and cooling [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Despite widespread use of LII for particle measurements and a large body of experimental and modeling work aimed at developing a firm understanding of the technique, there 504 Applied Physics B -Lasers and Optics are severe limitations in the fundamental understanding of LII signal generation and significant uncertainties in measurement interpretations, which were highlighted in a recent LII workshop [42, 43] . In this paper we compare the results of ten models in order to assess the state of our understanding of the mechanisms involved and the uncertainties in the analysis of LII data. This comparison is meant to resolve questions raised by a previous model comparison performed during the first LII workshop, which was held in Duisburg, Germany in September 2005 [43] . An example set of results from the Duisburg meeting is shown in Fig. 1 . The calculated signals spanned so many orders of magnitude that they could not be compared without normalization. At low fluence, calculated signal decay rates varied wildly (Fig. 1a) . At high fluence both the rise times and decay times demonstrated large variability (Fig. 1b) . Identifying the reasons for such variability was extremely difficult, and the most significant conclusion of this exercise was the startling realization that the models used by different groups yielded such different predictions despite using the same model conditions and nominally similar calculation approaches.
The comparison presented in this paper is a product of the second LII workshop, which took place in Bad Herrenalb, Germany in August 2006 [44] and was aimed at resolving some of the questions introduced at the first workshop [42, 43] . The results of the model comparison pre-FIGURE 1 Comparison of modeled LII temporal profiles. These results are from the first international LII workshop [42, 43] . The models shown have been described previously [42] . Calculations were performed for an ambient temperature of 1800 K and a pressure of 1 bar, an excitation wavelength of 532 nm, a single primary particle with a diameter of 30 nm, and laser fluences of (a) 0.05 J/cm 2 and (b) 0.70 J/cm 2 . Model results were scaled to 1 at the maximum. The laser temporal profile is represented by the solid gray curve sented in Duisburg demonstrated the importance of performing a more systematic comparison of available models. In this paper we compare model results for a limited set of conditions. Calculations were performed for a single excitation wavelength (532 nm) at two laser fluences (0.05 and 0.70 J/cm 2 ) for a single primary particle 30 nm in diameter at an ambient pressure of 1 bar and a typical flame temperature of 1800 K. Using these conditions allowed us to focus on fundamental differences between models while avoiding complications from factors such as low ambient temperatures, high ambient pressures, and particle aggregate morphology and size. We have also summarized the methodologies and parameters used in the LII models included in this comparison and used this information to identify sources of differences between model results. This paper does not intend to provide recommendations for the best model approaches or parameters for the prediction of LII signals.
We first compare results from a fully constrained model in which all groups ran calculations using the same set of equations and input parameters. This test demonstrates the consistency in the way in which parameters are input into the models and signals are calculated. Using the same laser input, ambient conditions, and assumptions about particle size and detection conditions, each group also performed unconstrained model calculations with a model they currently use for LII data analysis. These comparisons demonstrate considerable variability among the independent models but much better agreement (i.e. within the same order of magnitude) than shown by the previous comparisons (Fig. 1) . In order to determine whether the main source of the variability observed in the present comparison was from differences in values of important input parameters or from inherent differences in the physical model formulations, each group ran their LII model with a subset of constrained parameters with the same input conditions used in the calculations described above. The results of this set of calculations indicate that much (although not all) of the variability at low fluence is attributable to the range of values used for a few important parameters. At high fluence, however, differences in the treatment of heat and mass loss by sublimation lead to significant differences between models.
Methodology
In order to establish the consistency of model input and calculated signal output procedures, a set of model cases was run using a fully constrained model described in Sect. 2.1. Participants were given values of input parameters and equations for heating, cooling, and mass-loss rates. The laser temporal profile (shown in Fig. 2 ) was provided in numerical format. Calculations were performed for a laser wavelength of 532 nm, an ambient temperature of 1800 K, an ambient pressure of 1 bar, and a primary particle size of 30 nm at laser fluences of 0.05 J/cm 2 and 0.70 J/cm 2 for a homogeneous laser spatial profile. The signal was calculated at a wavelength of 500 nm for a single primary particle integrated over the entire particle surface assuming an infinitely fast detector.
In a second set of calculations, each group ran the model they currently use for LII data analysis. These calculations were based on the same laser temporal profile, wavelength, FIGURE 2 Laser temporal profile used in the models. The profile was scaled to 1 at the peak and fluences, ambient temperature and pressure, particle size, and emission wavelength as specified for the fully constrained model runs. In these model runs equations and parameters (other than those applying to input/output conditions) were not specified. Section 2.2 summarizes the independent unconstrained models.
In a third set of calculations, each group ran their independent model with a subset of constrained parameters. These calculations were similarly performed with the same laser profile, wavelength, and fluences, ambient conditions, particle size, and output conditions used in the other sets of calculations.
Description of the fully constrained model
The fully constrained model used in the comparison is based on the Melton model [16] , in which the energyand mass-balance equations are solved as a set of coupled differential equations for changes in particle temperature and Parameters for U Internal size in response to pulsed laser heating. The energy-balance equation is expressed as
where each of the terms represents a rate of energy loss or gain. The equation is a function of time t, temperature T , mass M, and primary particle diameter D.
Internal energy.
The rate of change of the energy stored by the particle is given by
where s and c s are the density and specific heat of soot.
Values of s and c s are given in Table 1 .
Absorption.
In the original Melton work [16] , the particle laser energy absorption rate was calculated using an unpublished computer code that solved the Mie equations for a spherical particle. Under the conditions investigated here (D λ l ), the Rayleigh approximation can be used to calculate the absorption rate according tȯ
where F is the fluence, q(t) is the laser temporal profile normalized to 1 at the peak for this comparison, q 1 is a constant that normalizes the integrated laser temporal profile to unity, λ l is the laser wavelength, and E(m) is a function of the complex refractive index. For the purposes of this study, using (3) to calculateQ Absorption is more convenient and instructive than solving the full Mie equations. Parameters forQ Absorption anḋ Q Radiation of E(m) used in this comparison and the value assumed in the original reference based on an index of refraction at 532 nm of 1.92 − 0.51i [16] .
Sublimation.
In the constrained model the evaporativecooling rate is represented aṡ
where W s is the molecular weight of solid (atomic) carbon and ∆H v is the enthalpy of formation of sublimed carbon clusters. In this model only C 3 is assumed to sublime. There is some ambiguity in the original reference concerning the value of the molecular weight to be used in this equation because the subscript on W is missing in theQ Sublimation term of the energy-balance equation [16] . Given that ∆H v is associated with the sublimed clusters (C 3 ), the molecular weight used in (4) should probably be that of the sublimed clusters W v . For the workshop comparison, however, we used the value associated with the solid phase for atomic carbon. The mass lost through sublimation is calculated according to 
where κ a is the thermal conductivity of the surrounding gases, L is the mean free path, and T 0 is the temperature of the ambient gases. The heat-transfer factor G is given by
where α T is the thermal accommodation coefficient (Table 4) , γ is the heat-capacity ratio C p /C v (Table 4) , C p is the heat capacity of air at constant pressure, and C v is the heat capacity of air at constant volume. The symbol f represents the Eucken correction to the thermal conductivity given by (9) and mass using (5) . Mass is converted to diameter via
The differential equations are solved numerically.
Signal.
The signal is calculated according to the Planck function integrated over all solid angles, i.e.
where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and λ s is the emission wavelength. The emissivity is assumed to be 
K from a fit to data from NIST-JANAF [46] , and γ =
Parameters forQ Conduction
which yields
when substituted into (11) . For this comparison the signal is calculated at a single emission wavelength of 500 nm.
Description of the independent models
As in the Melton model, in all of the independent models the laser-induced incandescence signal is calculated by solving the energy-and mass-balance equations for particle temperature and size. The energy-balance equation is similarly expressed as a rate equation for energy loss and gain, i.e. dU Internal dt
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Internal energy.
All of the models except for those of Hofmann and Kock use (2) to express the rate of change of the particle internal energy. In the models of Hofmann and Kock, it is implicitly assumed that U Internal = s c s πD 3 T /6, such that the time variation of the particle internal energy can be written as
The first term of (15) is equivalent to (2) . The models of Hofmann and Kock include the first, second, and last terms in this expression but assume that s does not vary with tem-
Temperature dependence of selected parameters. The (a) specific heat (Table 1 ) and (b) density (Table 1) of the particle and (c) heatcapacity ratio of the surrounding gases (Table 4) are shown as a function of temperature. Values used in the different models are indicated in the legend in each panel perature and thus exclude the third term in (15) . There is currently some debate in the community about whether (2) 
Absorption.
Eight of the ten models in the comparison use the Rayleigh approximation given in (3) to calculate the absorptive-heating rate. The absorption rate in the Will model is calculated using full Mie theory without a Rayleigh approximation [48] . Values of E(m) used in the models are given in Table 2 . The Michelsen model uses an alternative expression, which accounts for saturation of the linear, singlephoton absorption, and multiphoton absorption leading to C 2 photodesorption at high fluence. This expression is written aṡ
where q n normalizes the integrated nth power of the laser temporal profile to unity, σ λn is a multiphoton absorption cross section, n is the number of photons absorbed, B λ1 and B λn are saturation coefficients for linear and multiphoton absorption, f 1 is an empirical scaling factor for linear absorption, and N ss is the density of carbon atoms on the surface of the particle.
Radiation.
All of the models integrate the Planck function over all wavelengths to calculate the rate of radiative emission from the particle, i.e.
Five of the ten models in the comparison (Bladh, Charwath, Liu, Michelsen, Will) use the Rayleigh approximation for the emissivity, as given by (12) . Performing the integration in (17) thus yieldṡ
if E(m) is wavelength independent. Several of the models (Charwath, Michelsen, Will) account for re-absorption of background emission by subtractingQ Radiation (T 0 ) from (18) . Two of the models (Hofmann, Kock) use the approximation of a perfect black body in which (17) is solved with an emissivity of 1, yieldinġ
where σ SB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T 0 is the ambient temperature, which accounts for absorption of radiative emission from the surrounding gases. Two of the models (Boiarciuc, Dreier) attempt to account for the wavelength dependence of the emissivity by multiplying (19) by the emissivity given in (12) and performing a second integration over wavelength. One of the models (Hadef) uses an expression for radiative cooling in which the emissivity at a wavelength λ is given by [49, 50] 
Here the exponent ξ is used to account for deviations from a 1/λ dependence observed in the visible and near-infrared regions, and β is a scaling factor. Substituting this emissivity into (17) and performing the integration yields [36] 
This equation can be rewritten in the format of (18) 
Sublimation.
Nine of the ten models in the comparison represent the evaporative-cooling rate aṡ
In eight of these models the mass loss via sublimation is given as
For two of these models (Charwath, Hadef) K has the value of 0.4 to account for the non-ideality of the ambient gases and desorbed clusters [26, 27] . The other models use a value of 0.5. Values used for the mass accommodation coefficient α M , average partial pressure p v , average mass W v , and average enthalpy of formation ∆H v of sublimed carbon clusters are given in Table 3 . The Hofmann model uses (22) to represent evaporative cooling but accounts for the reduction in carbon cluster flux from the surface under high-pressure conditions by expressing mass loss as [18] d
Here N A is the Avogadro constant. The flux term for the free molecular flow regime is given as
and the flux term for the continuum regime can be written as
where p 0 is the ambient pressure, k p is the Boltzmann constant in effective pressure units, andσ is an average molecular cross section for subliming species. Equation (24) can be rewritten as
which is equivalent to (23) when √ 2σ p 0 Dα M fk p T . Six of these models (Bladh, Boiarciuc, Hadef, Hofmann, Liu, Will) use temperature-dependent parameterizations derived from data presented by Leider et al. [51] for the average mass and enthalpy of formation, and five of these models use similarly derived average equilibrium partial pressures [35] . The Charwath model uses the Antoine equation [26, 27] , and the other four models (Dreier, Hadef, Kock, Michelsen) use the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [30, 36] to calculate equilibrium partial pressures based on data from Leider et al. [51] (Dreier, Kock) or from the NIST-JANAF tables [46] (Michelsen). Three of the models (Charwath, Dreier, Kock) assume that the only species to sublime is C 3 and use the corresponding molecular weight and enthalpy of formation. These parameterizations are summarized in Table 3 . The Michelsen model calculatesQ Sublimation independently for each carbon cluster from C 1 to C 5 [36] . In this model the evaporative-cooling term includes a contribution from photodesorption of C 2 and is expressed aṡ
where the summation is over contributions toQ Sublimation from each desorbed carbon cluster species C j with molecular weight W j and heat of formation ∆H j . The saturation partial pressure of C j p C j sat depends on thermal (sublimation) and non-thermal (photodesorption) vaporization rates. Assuming that only C 2 is produced by photolysis, any non-thermal photodesorption of C 2 will contribute to its instantaneous surface pressure. If the effective pressure from this non-thermal mechanism exceeds the thermal equilibrium partial pressure p C j v , thermal desorption of clusters will cease. The effective instantaneous pressure will then be equal to p λn , the partial pressure of C 2 produced by direct photolytic production. If p λn is small compared to p C j v (e.g. after the laser pulse if the particle temperature is still high), the instantaneous partial pressure of C 2 at the surface of the particle will be determined
where α j is the mass accommodation coefficient. For cluster species other than C 2 , p λn is zero. The rate constant is expressed as
and the average thermal velocity of the carbon cluster species (C 2 in this case) diffusing away from the surface is given as
For each carbon cluster species the rate of mass loss during sublimation is given by
where the convective contributions to the heat and mass transfer from the particle to the surrounding atmosphere (Stefan flow) are contained in the factor B j . Further details about B j are given elsewhere [36] .
Conduction.
At an ambient pressure of 1 bar and a temperature of 1800 K the mean free path greatly exceeds the particle size, and the conductive-cooling rate is calculated in seven of the models (Charwath, Dreier, Hadef, Hofmann, Kock, Liu, Michelsen) assuming a free molecular flow regime, i.e.
which is equivalent tȯ
if γ is evaluated at the gas temperature. In the above equations W a is the molecular weight of air. Three models implement a transition-regime approximation based on the Fuchs method [39, 54] [52, 53] (i.e. p 0 <∼ 3 bar at 1800 K for a 30-nm-diameter particle) in the Hadef and Michelsen models. The switch occurs at higher pressures (∼ 15 bar at 1800 K for a 30-nm particle) in the Liu model [39] . Equation (6) can be shown to be equivalent to (33) 
and a thermal conductivity of
where σ is the average molecular cross section of air.
Values of α T and γ are given in Table 4 , and γ is shown as a function of temperature in Fig. 3c . For this comparison the temperature dependence of γ is not generally relevant because calculations were performed at a constant ambient temperature of 1800 K for which values of γ are given in Table 4 . The Hofmann and Liu models, however, use (33) with values for γ that rely on particle temperature. In these models γ is replaced by γ * , where [39, 54] 
The Bladh model uses a similar expression with T 0 replaced by T δ , where T δ is the temperature in the boundary layer of the particle. Further details are given elsewhere [40] .
2.2.6
Oxidation. The Michelsen model also includes heating and mass loss attributable to oxidation. The enhancement in the particle energy by oxidation can be estimated by [36] 
assuming production of CO from the surface reaction of C + O 2 and partial accommodation of CO with the surface prior to desorption. For this calculation k ox is the reaction rate of molecular oxygen with the surface, ∆H ox is the enthalpy of reaction, and C CO P is the molar heat capacity of CO at the surface temperature. This term is zero for the other models. The rate of mass loss caused by oxidation is estimated as
The model incorporates a parameterization for k ox (described in more detail elsewhere [36] ) assuming a partial pressure for O 2 of 0.21P 0 .
Thermionic emission.
The Michelsen model includes cooling by thermionic emission in which electrons are thermally ejected from the particle. This term is expressed based on a Richardson-Dushman approximation according to [33, 55] 
where φ is the work function and m e is the electron mass.
Solution.
The time dependence of the temperature and diameter of the particle are calculated by solving the coupled differential equations for temperature and mass using
and (23) 
The differential equations are solved numerically in most of the models using a first-order Euler method (Liu, Will) 
2.2.9
Signal. For this comparison the signal is calculated according to (13) at a wavelength of 500 nm with values of E(m) given in Table 3 .
3
Results and discussion 3.1 Calculations using the fully constrained model
As expected, excellent agreement was achieved among the results from the fully constrained model. Figure 4 shows ten sets of calculated temperatures and LII signals for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2 . The results overlap, making them indistinguishable. At low fluence in this model, temperatures are not high enough to lead to sublimation, and the predicted particle size is a constant value of 30 nm. Conductive cooling is responsible for the signal decay. Figure 5 shows calculated temperatures, diameters, and signals for a fluence of 0.70 J/cm 2 . Again the results are indistinguishable from one another and appear as a single line. At this fluence sublimation leads to mass loss and contributes to the signal decay rate via particle-size reduction and evaporative cooling. The results for each fluence from nine of the ten sets of calculations agree to within 1% of the mean over most of the temporal profile. Larger percent deviations occur prior to the appearance of the LII signal at very low signal levels and depend on how the initial luminosity from the 1800-K particle is treated. The Boiarciuc signal calculations diverge slowly from the others with time and are ∼ 3.5% lower than the mean at 500 ns. This level of agreement among the model runs verifies that the 
3.2
Calculations using independent, unconstrained models for low fluence Figure 6 shows temperatures, diameters, and LII signals produced by the independent models with unconstrained parameters for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2 . Peak temperatures are largely determined by the absorptive-heating rateQ Absorption shown in Fig. 7a . According to (3),Q Absorption should be linearly dependent on E(m). Nine of the models use this expression forQ Absorption . Figure 8a shows peak values oḟ Q Absorption as a function of E(m), demonstrating a linear dependence for these nine models. In the Michelsen model the value ofQ Absorption is much larger than in the other models because it includes a nonlinear absorption term for multiphoton photodesorption.
Because peak temperatures are predominantly determined byQ Absorption , they should also be correlated with E(m), as shown in Fig. 8b . This correlation suggests that much of the spread in temperatures shown in Fig. 6a is attributable to the range of values used for E(m). Despite the large positive deviation from the correlation between the peakQ Absorption and E(m) demonstrated by the Michelsen model in Fig. 8a , the peak temperature demonstrates a negative deviation from the correlation with E(m) in Fig. 8b . This difference has two causes. First, the nonlinear absorption term that enhanceṡ Q Absorption (Fig. 8a) does not contribute significantly to particle heating. Most of the energy from the additional photons absorbed leads directly to photodesorption of C 2 prior to thermalization with the particle. Second, the Michelsen model At the lower fluence sublimation rates are very low (Fig. 7b) , and the particle diameter does not change significantly with time, as shown in Fig. 6b . For the Bladh, Hadef, and Michelsen models the initial increase in the diameter of the particle is attributable to the change in density with temperature. In the Michelsen model the decrease in diameter after 30 ns is caused by oxidation, whereas the decrease in the Bladh model is caused by the decrease in particle temperature and increase in density. The decrease in diameter in the Liu and Hofmann models is caused by sublimation. Photodesorption of C 2 is responsible for the initial higher sublimation rates in the Michelsen model (Fig. 7b) , which leads to a small notch during the laser pulse in the diameter evolution in Fig. 6b and a smaller peak diameter than would be anticipated solely from the decrease in density with temperature.
Because particle diameters do not change significantly at low fluence, LII signals are controlled by particle temperatures according to (13) . Figure 9 shows the nonlinear but tight correlation between predicted peak LII signal and peak temperature. The line is meant to guide the eye. Figure 10a demonstrates the wide range of values oḟ Q Conduction calculated for the low-fluence case (from 74% above the mean to 43% below the mean). Under the ambient conditions studied here, the system can be assumed to be in a free molecular flow regime when the sublimation rate is low. Most of the models use a free molecular flow description to calculate the conductive-cooling rate for these conditions. Several of the models (Bladh, Boiarciuc, Will) use a transition-regime expression to calculate the conductivecooling term. As noted above, however, these transition-
Comparison of absorptive-heating and evaporative-cooling rates from the unconstrained, independent models. Calculated values of (a) the absorptive-heating rate and (b) the evaporative-cooling rate are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2 regime expressions can be reduced to the expression used to represent free molecular flow for a 30-nm particle at 1 bar and 1800 K. The main differences between the models are in the choice of the accommodation coefficient and the temperature dependence of the heat capacities or heat-capacity ratio.
In order to isolate the temperature-dependent portion of this expression, we have divided the left-hand side of (33) by the right-hand side of (33) using a constant value of γ (γ 0 = 1.3) and values ofQ Conduction (Fig. 10a), T (Fig. 6a) , and D (Fig. 6b) from each model. This parameter manipulation should yield values close to 1, i.e.
and deviations from a constant value of 1 represent the influence of the heat-capacity ratio and the approach used to perform the calculations. The results are shown in Fig. 11 plotted as a function of T . In this analysis most of the models should give a constant value of approximately 1 because they incorporate a value of γ 0 close to 1.3, which was used in (44); most of the models deviate from 1 by < 2%. The Bladh, Hofmann, and Liu models use values of γ that increase with particle temperature (38) , which explains the increase in Q Reduced with temperature. Differences between these models may be explained by differences in γ shown in Fig. 3c . The Charwath model also increases with temperature, but the reason is not currently understood. 
FIGURE 9
Dependence of the LII signal on temperature. The maxima of the calculated signal curves (Fig. 6c ) are shown as a function of the maxima of the calculated temperature curves (Fig. 6a) for the unconstrained, independent models. The dotted line is meant to guide the eye. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2 Figure 10b demonstrates a wide range of calculated values for the radiative-cooling rate. These cooling rates are, however, very small compared to those of the other mechanisms and have a negligible effect on the particle temperature. Since the calculations of the broadband radiative emission for the determination of radiative-cooling rates are independent of the single-wavelength calculations used to predict the LII signal in some models, the wide range of values shown in Fig. 10b is not directly reflected in Fig. 6c .
For the conditions studied here, the cooling rate by thermionic emission and the heating rate by oxidation are smaller than the conductive-cooling rate by a factor of ∼ 10 in the Michelsen model and have little effect on the calculated signals.
FIGURE 10
Comparison of conductive-and radiative-cooling rates from the unconstrained, independent models. Calculated values of (a) the conductivecooling rate and (b) the radiative-cooling rate are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2
3.3
Calculations using independent, constrained models for low fluence
The analysis shown in Fig. 11 is one way of isolating the influence of the input parameters (α T in this case) from that of the modeling approach. Calculations were also performed with constrained input parameters in which all of the models were run with the same values for selected parameters. Figure 12 shows the results of these model runs for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2 with constrained values for s , c s , E(m), W a , α T , and α M (see Tables 1-4 ). This figure corresponds to Fig. 6 , which shows the same calculations with unconstrained parameters.
Constraining the parameters reduces the spread in calculated values by a factor of 15 for temperature (from 797 to 52 K at 30 ns) and 60 for LII signal (from 204 × 10 −7 to 3.4 × 10 −7 W/cm at 30 ns). The decrease in the spread of calculated temperatures can be primarily attributed to constraining E(m), which dramatically reduces the range of values calculated forQ Absorption (Fig. 13a compared to Fig. 7a ). The strong dependence of peak temperature andQ Absorption on E(m) was shown in Fig. 8 . The Michelsen model gives higher values for the signal because the calculated temperatures are higher, which in turn can be traced to the additional nonlinear component of the absorption term. The reason for the higher signal from the Hadef model is not clear, however, because temperatures and diameters are the same as those given by most of the other models.
Nine of the ten models yield the same values forQ Absorption . The Michelsen model produces significantly higher values because of the additional nonlinear absorption leading to FIGURE 11 Temperature dependence of the conductive-cooling rates in the unconstrained, independent models. In order to isolate the temperaturedependent factors in the calculation of conductive-cooling rates, the results of (44) are shown as a function of temperature for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2
FIGURE 12
Comparison of modeled temperature, diameter, and LII signal from the constrained, independent models. Calculated (a) temperatures, (b) diameters, and (c) LII signals are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2 photodesorption. The range of values forQ Sublimation is also decreased (Fig. 13b compared to Fig. 7b) , largely because several of the models (Boiarciuc, Hofmann, Liu, Will) do not predict temperatures as high as they do when unconstrained. As a result these models predict much less change in diam-FIGURE 13 Comparison of absorptive-heating and evaporative-cooling rates from the constrained, independent models. Calculated values of (a) the absorptive-heating rate and (b) the evaporative-cooling rate are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2
FIGURE 14
Comparison of conductive-and radiative-cooling rates from the constrained, independent models. Calculated values of (a) the conductivecooling rate and (b) the radiative-cooling rate are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.05 J/cm 2 eter (Fig. 12b) than when unconstrained (Fig. 6b) . The initial diameter reduction in the Michelsen model is attributable to photodesorption, and the slower size reduction results from oxidation. The diameter does not increase in this model run because the particle density used in the constrained calculations is independent of temperature.
Constraining parameters also reduces the spread in the conductive-cooling rates (Fig. 14a compared to Fig. 10a) . When the same value of α T is used in all the models, values ofQ Conduction range from 2.4% above the mean (Hofmann) to 2.5% below the mean (Kock) near the peak of the profile.
For the radiative-cooling rate (Fig. 14b compared to  Fig. 10b ) the most significant differences between the models are related to the method used to represent this mechanism. The models that rely on a perfect black-body approximation (Hofmann, Kock) predict a substantially higher radiativecooling rate than the other models. Models using a modified black-body approximation (Dreier, Boiarciuc) also yield higher values ofQ Radiation than the other six models. Five of the models (Bladh, Charwath, Hadef, Michelsen, Will), which use a Rayleigh or modified Rayleigh approximation, are brought into much better agreement (within 8% of the mean) by using the same value of E(m). The Liu model is 71% higher than the average of the other four models because it used a value of 0.4 for E(m) to describe broadband emission, and the other models used a value of 0.23 for the constrained model runs.
3.4
Calculations using independent, unconstrained models for high fluence Figure 15 shows calculated temperatures, diameters, and LII signals from the independent, unconstrained models for a fluence of 0.7 J/cm 2 . At this high fluence the models yield less of a spread in predicted temperatures and signals than for the lower fluence (Fig. 6) . The range of calculated diameter change, however, is much larger at the higher fluence. These differences between comparisons at low and high fluences are predominantly attributable to modeled sublimation rates. The Bladh and Hadef models predict an initial small increase in diameter, which is attributable to the decrease in density with temperature. Although the Michelsen model accounts for the temperature-dependent change in particle density, this effect is overwhelmed by the rapid loss of particle mass by photodesorption at this fluence. As at the lower fluence,Q Absorption (Fig. 16a) has an influence on the maximum temperatures reached, but sublimation tends to limit peak temperatures, reducing the variability in predicted temperatures and hence signals. The variability inQ Sublimation between the different models (Fig. 16b) , however, leads to a range of calculated mass loss and size change. Figure 17a shows the nearly linear dependence oḟ Q Absorption on E(m). The Michelsen model shows an exception to this trend similar to that demonstrated at low fluence (Fig. 8a) . The reason for the unusually high value for the Michelsen model is related to the nonlinear absorption that leads to photodesorption of C 2 . The deviation of the Dreier model from the trend is currently not understood. The predicted peak temperature is not as strongly dependent on E(m) as for the low-fluence case (Fig. 17b compared to Fig. 8b) . The maximum signal is similarly not as strongly controlled by the peak temperature ( Fig. 18 compared to Fig. 9) . The large variability in the relationships between E(m), peak temperature, and peak signal from the different models is attributable to differences in the way mass and heat loss by sublimation (and photodesorption) are handled. Figure 19a shows a wide distribution in the magnitude and decay rate of the conductive-cooling rates. The conductive-cooling rate in the Michelsen model, for instance, decays much faster than in the other models; this behavior can be traced to the large particle-size change (Fig. 15b) , which results from mass loss by photodesorption and sublimation. The decay rates ofQ Radiation (Fig. 19b) are similarly influenced by sublimation, photodesorption, and particle-size change.
Similarly to the low-fluence case,Q Oxidation is approximately an order of magnitude smaller thanQ Conduction in the Michelsen model for the partial pressure of oxygen assumed, and oxidation has a negligible effect on the calculated signals. At the high fluence, however,Q Thermionic is two orders of magnitude greater thanQ Conduction and is smaller thanQ Sublimation by less than a factor of 10. Thermionic emission reduces the calculated signal by ∼ 9% at this fluence.
3.5
Calculations using independent, constrained models for high fluence
Constraining parameters for the high-fluence case significantly reduces differences in calculated temperatures, FIGURE 16 Comparison of absorptive-heating and evaporative-cooling rates from the unconstrained, independent models. Calculated values of (a) the absorptive-heating rate and (b) the evaporative-cooling rate are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.70 J/cm 2
FIGURE 17
Dependence of the absorptive-heating rate and temperature on E(m). The maxima of the (a) absorptive-heating rate curves (Fig. 16a) and (b) calculated temperature curves (Fig. 15a) are shown as a function of the value of E(m) used in the unconstrained, independent models. Values that deviate from the linear correlation in (a) represented by the dotted line are identified by model. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.70 J/cm 2 diameters, and signals between the models (Fig. 20 compared  to Fig. 15) . The most significant change in the agreement between the models is in the particle-size reduction (Fig. 20b) . This change is probably attributable to better agreement in values ofQ Absorption (Fig. 21a compared to Fig. 16a), peak FIGURE 18 Dependence of the LII signal on temperature. The maxima of the calculated signal curves (Fig. 15c) are shown as a function of the maxima of the calculated temperature curves (Fig. 15a) for the unconstrained, independent models. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.70 J/cm 2
FIGURE 19
Comparison of conductive-and radiative-cooling rates from the unconstrained, independent models. Calculated values of (a) the conductivecooling rate and (b) the radiative-cooling rate are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.70 J/cm 2 temperatures (Fig. 20a compared to Fig. 15a ), andQ Sublimation (Fig. 21b compared to Fig. 16b ) because of constraints on E(m) and α M . The particle-size evolution is not substantially influenced by these constraints in the Michelsen model; the size change is predominantly attributable to the photodesorption of C 2 , which is unchanged by the constraints on these parameters.
Although the spread in temperature and signal is reduced by constraining parameters, it is not as significantly reduced as in the low-fluence case, which is consistent with the larger scatter in the correlation of the peak temperature with E(m) shown in Fig. 17b and in the correlation of the peak signal with temperature shown in Fig. 18 . Figure 22 shows the influence of constraining parameters onQ Conduction andQ Radiation . The decay rates for these terms are still substantially larger in the Michelsen model than in the other models because of the much larger change in particle size caused by C 2 photodesorption. As in the low-fluence case the biggest differences between the models for the radiativecooling rate are caused by the approach used to calculatė Q Radiation . The range of values of the broadband E(m) has less of an effect for this comparison.
Summary and conclusions
In the first organized LII model comparison [42, 43] , modeled LII signals differed by so many orders of magnitude that they could not be compared without rescaling. The goal of the present study was to define the conditions well enough to perform a systematic comparison of model output and to determine magnitudes and identify sources of differences between models. The initial trial calculations used a fully constrained model based on the Melton model [16] and model parameters with defined input laser profile, particle size, and ambient conditions. These calculations allowed convergence of approaches for solving the energy-and mass-balance equations. The results
FIGURE 21
Comparison of absorptive-heating and evaporative-cooling rates from the constrained, independent models. Calculated values of (a) the absorptive-heating rate and (b) the evaporative-cooling rate are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.70 J/cm 2
FIGURE 22
Comparison of conductive-and radiative-cooling rates from the constrained, independent models. Calculated values of (a) the conductivecooling rate and (b) the radiative-cooling rate are shown as a function of time for ten models identified in the legend. Calculations were performed for a fluence of 0.70 J/cm 2 from the fully constrained model calculations demonstrate small differences (up to 3.5% but generally < 1%) resulting from equation-solving methodology and/or temporal resolution.
Ten independent models were used to perform calculations at low (0.05 J/cm 2 ) and high (0.70 J/cm 2 ) fluences. These comparisons demonstrate a large spread in modelpredicted temperatures, diameters, and LII signals when the model parameters are unconstrained. This spread is significantly reduced when the models are run with constrained parameters. The analysis suggests that at low fluence the large differences between models are predominantly attributable to differences in values of E(m) and α T . At high fluence sublimation rates strongly influence calculated temperatures, diameters, and signals, in which case α M may also contribute to variability. Constraining all of these parameters for the high-fluence case, however, does not decrease the variability in calculated temperatures and signals as significantly as it does for the low-fluence case. The high-fluence results appear to be sensitive to differences in the approach to calculating sublimation rates in addition to the parameters used.
The Michelsen model is the only model in the study that includes energy and mass loss by direct photodesorption of C 2 from the particle, heating and mass loss through oxidation by O 2 , and energy loss to thermionic emission. The addition of photodesorption to the model has a very large effect on calculated temperatures, diameters, and signals at high fluence. For the partial pressure of oxygen assumed, oxidation has little effect on the model results. Thermionic emission has a negligible effect at low fluence but reduces the calculated signals by ∼ 9% at high fluence.
Future directions
This study has been very useful for characterizing the magnitude of differences between LII models under the same input conditions and identifying the major sources of these differences under this limited set of input conditions. Future model comparisons could include testing the sensitivity of the models to input parameters, such as the primary particle size, excitation wavelength, ambient temperature and pressure, and aggregate morphology and size. Understanding the fluence dependence of the models would also be a useful goal.
In general the results of the comparisons presented here have shown that the LII models are very sensitive to selected parameters, which tend to have large uncertainties. More emphasis should be placed on narrowing the uncertainties in these parameters. Such a task could involve several approaches including 1. forming an advisory group to review the literature and compile a set of recommended values for experimentally measured parameters, e.g. s , c s , E(m), α T , and α M and 2. measuring parameters that need to be known to better accuracy, e.g. temperature-and wavelength-dependent optical properties of soot, temperature-dependent thermal accommodation coefficients in different gases, and mass accommodation coefficients for carbon clusters on particle surfaces.
In addition, models should be validated with comparisons to a wide range of data obtained from detailed and wellcontrolled LII experiments, which will aid in identifying the best approaches and model parameters for modeling LII. Such validation studies would aid in a critique of the different phys-ical formulations and parameters used in these LII models. As noted in the last model comparison [42, 43] , experimental observations that would aid in model validation include 1. LII data recorded at low gas temperatures, 2. LII data recorded at high pressures, 3. LII data recorded at different laser wavelengths, 4. spectrally and temporally resolved emission data, 5. LII temporal profiles recorded with higher time resolution, 6. LII temporal profiles recorded over a wide range of fluences, and 7. single-particle LII data.
These data need to be recorded with smooth, well-defined spatial and temporal profiles. initial particle temperature and temperature of the surrounding gas, assumed to be 1800 K for this comparison U j mean velocity of C j away from the particle surface assuming a Maxwell speed distribution at the surface temperature (cm/s) U Internal internal energy of the particle (J) W a average molecular weight of air (28.74 g/mol) W j molecular weight of species C j ( j × 12.011 g/ mol) W v average molecular weight of sublimed carbon species (g/mol) ( Table 3 ) α j mass accommodation coefficient of vaporized species C j (Table 3 ) α M species-independent mass accommodation coefficient of vaporized carbon clusters (Table 3) 520 Applied Physics B -Lasers and Optics α T thermal accommodation coefficient of ambient gases with the surface (Table 4 ) β scaling factor for emissivity (28.72 cm −0.17 ) γ heat-capacity ratio (C p /C V ) for the gas surrounding the particles (Table 4 , Fig. 3c ) γ * average heat-capacity ratio (C p /C V ) for the gas surrounding the particles ∆H j enthalpy of formation of carbon vapor species C j (J/mol) ( 
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